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“The Government is taking a ‘belt and braces’ approach to protecting
telecommunications accessibility for people in regional Australia,” said Minister for
Communications, Senator Mitch Fifield. “The Government is putting new, stronger
safeguards in place before making any changes to existing safeguards while the NBN is
rolled out.” – USG announcement, 20 December 2017
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1. Current USO arrangements
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Most telecommunications are supplied commercially and competitively but there
are real challenges in providing connectivity across all of Australia
• Open, pro-competitive market
• Over 280 carriers and 1,500 service providers
• Over 40 million service subscribers (across all technologies)
• 7.69 million km2, 24 million people, around 12 million premises
• 3.1 people per km2 (USA: 33 per km2, UK: 271 per km2)
• Population concentrated in metro and regional centres
but significant proportion in rural and remote areas
• Large distances between major centres
• Environmental diversity: alps, desert, rainforests

• Technological considerations: attenuation, interference,
latency, rain fade
• Delivering competitive telecommunications services
to rural and remote areas can be a challenge
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Historically, access to voice and payphones has been underpinned by the
legislated USO, now also underpinned by 20 year contract with Telstra (2012-2032)
• Telecommunications (Consumer Protection and Service Standards) Act 1999
– Reasonable access to standard telephone services in premises (fixed line), incl. option of a handset
– Reasonable access to payphones, subject to net social benefit criteria
– Must meet the needs of people with disabilities (consistent with Disability Discrimination Act)

• Telstra Universal Service Obligation Performance Agreement (TUSOPA)
– Reinforces the delivery of standard telephone services and payphones under the Act
– Copper continuity obligation (CCO) to maintain copper services outside NBN fixed line footprint
– Telstra funded $230 million p.a. for voice, $40 million p.a. for payphones
– Commonwealth pays $100 million p.a.; industry the remainder
– Inflexible for Commonwealth – no termination for convenience – little scope to change
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The USO is supporting around 700,000 fixed line services outside
nbn’s fixed line footprint
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The USO is also supporting around 16,500 payphones across Australia
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Targeted funding is also used to supplement market and USO outcomes
• There has also been a long history of targeted measures to
supplement market and USO outcomes
• Targeted programs may be the best way to target particular
users’ needs
• Mobile Black Spots Program is expanding mobile coverage
into otherwise uncommercial areas
• The Commonwealth funds 544 community and Wi-Fi phones
in remote Indigenous communities
• WiFi hotspots provide owners of mobile phones with ready
access to the Internet and online applications, particularly
where mobile coverage is not viable

• Telephone Allowance is paid to assist benefit recipients
meet communications costs.
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Government funded community phones and WiFi hotspots are an
important complement to the those delivered under the USO
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2. Pressures for change
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Current arrangements for delivering voice are under pressure and
the TUSOPA may not offer value for money
• USO is being called into question by changing consumer preferences and infrastructure
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• Over 90% of the population use mobile phones
• 36% of adults were ‘mobile-only’ for voice in 2017
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Data traffic has increased, particularly on fixed lines
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Investment is increasingly directed to broadband and mobile
• NBN is to provide faster broadband to
100% of premises (by 2020)
• NBN broadband can support voice
on fixed lines and fixed wireless
• Mobile available to 99.4% of population
(and 31% of landmass)
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Multiple reviews have called for USO reform
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3. Developing a Universal Service Guarantee
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Universal Service Guarantee is to provide access to both voice and
broadband and is looking for better delivery options
• USG framework in place for completion of the NBN (2020)
• New fit-for-purpose consumer safeguards developed in parallel
• USG will lock in delivery of both voice and broadband
• NBN and Statutory Infrastructure Provider (SIP) legislation will cover
broadband access and most of voice
• The key issue is how to best deliver ongoing access to voice and payphones
• Will look at leveraging other commercial networks like mobile
• Targeted measures where commercial outcomes not acceptable
• HOWEVER ‘belt and braces’ approach: existing USO arrangements will remain until there are clear
cost-effective implementable alternatives
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Statutory Infrastructure Provider (SIP) legislation in Parliament
will lock in access to better broadband
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SIP legislation locks in the requirements in nbn’s Statement of Expectations
SIPs will need to connect premises and supply wholesale broadband services on reasonable request
nbn will be the default SIP in areas as it rolls out, and for all of Australia once the NBN is complete
Other providers may become SIPs in areas where they have telecommunications infrastructure
Wholesale broadband services able to support peak speed of 25/5 Mbps or more
Broadband services on fixed line (92%) and fixed wireless networks (5%) to support voice services
nbn to have regard to target of providing 50/10 Mbps to 92% of premises
Minister can make standards, rules and benchmarks that set out more detailed requirements, such as
timeframes for providing access and rectifying faults
• SIPs have to comply with these standards, rules or benchmarks
• ACMA public register of SIPs, monitoring and enforcement
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Regional Broadband Scheme (RBS) will support the delivery of
broadband in rural and remote Australia
• RBS will provide long-term funding for nbn broadband services in regional and remote areas
• nbn’s fixed wireless and satellite networks will incur estimated losses of $9.8 billion over 30 years - these losses
are funded over time from an internal cross-subsidy from nbn’s profitable fixed line networks
• RBS makes this cross-subsidy transparent and helps level the playing field by requiring other NBN-comparable
high speed, fixed line networks to also contribute to the cost of funding broadband for regional Australia
• RBS does not impose a new cost on NBN users – the cost is already built into NBN’s business model. This means
the 8 million or 95% of Australians connected to the NBN by 2020 will not experience price rises as a result of the
RBS

• By the time the NBN is completed in 2020, 95% of the RBS will continue to be paid for by NBN, whereas today it is
100%
• The remaining 5% will be paid for by competing NBN-comparable wholesale networks, many of which supply
services to big business and enterprise customers that will contribute directly to the costs of regional broadband
for the first time
• The proposed RBS charge is $7.10 per month per active high speed fixed line service, capped at $10
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The USG program of work is examining issues and developing options
and costs for consideration
• Consulting stakeholders, esp. regional, rural and remote
consumers, and industry
• Assessing what Telstra may do regardless of change

• Identifying and costing alternative voice solutions
• Considering possible impact on nbn if copper continuity obligation (CCO) is removed
• Defining and costing alternative payphone solutions
• Drawing together advice for Government – for Q1 2018-19
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Some key questions

• What concerns exist with current services?
• What levels of voice quality and reliability are acceptable?

• What are the preferences for mobile versus fixed lines?
• What other functionality is important and needs to be considered?
• Where are payphones needed? What are preferable options?

• What trade-offs are acceptable or desirable?
• What are the no-goes?
• How do the value propositions of different solutions stack up?
• How is the solution best delivered in practice?
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Consumers want reliable voice (and mobile) services while industry
wants to reduce, redirect USO funding
• Targeted stakeholder consultation given recent PC submission processes
Consumers
• Want reliable, good quality voice services but there is some openness to change
• Copper services seen as more trustworthy and preferable
• Value mobile coverage but not clearly mobile alone
• Want multiple coverage for redundancy
• Sceptical about satellite’s performance and cost
• Payphones & community phones are important, esp. outside mobile coverage & in Indigenous communities
Industry
• See scope for more efficient delivery of services
• USO contributors want lower payments and/or to redirect money to their own networks
• Carriers see opportunities to build their regional customer bases
• Network providers like Telstra and nbn want to be appropriately funded
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4. Next steps
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We are working to provide further advice to Government in Q3 2018
• Developing options and preparing advice for Government
• Aiming to crystallise options and advice in Q3 2018
• Government update on USG is proposed for later in 2018
• Any significant changes will require broad support, detailed planning and phased implementation
over and extended period
• Given TUSOPA, negotiation with Telstra is a key issue
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DOCA contacts:
Philip Mason (02 6271 1579)
Georgianna Duggan (# 7041)
Margaret Lopez (#7070)
USO.taskforce@communications.gov.au
Google us at: www.communications.gov.au

Questions?
Comments?
Suggestions?
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Some key questions

• What concerns exist with current services?
• What levels of voice quality and reliability are acceptable?

• What are the preferences for mobile versus fixed lines?
• What other functionality is important and needs to be considered?
• Where are payphones needed? What are preferable options?

• What trade-offs are acceptable or desirable?
• What are the no-goes?
• How do the value propositions of different solutions stack up?
• How is the solution best delivered in practice?
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